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Since  Chinajoined into WTO,  the domestic enterprises have been fully 
surrouded by the globalized commercial environment in which the business model of an 
enterprise has to keep changing, and new & high technologies have gotten rapid 
development, more and more new business modelshave been put out. It would bring 
more uncertainties to an enterprise in its both internal and external business enviroments, 
and more difficulties in its effective performance appraising. It would includes: (1) 
difficult to  integrate the performance appraisal system with the enterprise’s strategy and 
operation process; (2) easy to get puzzle in various appraisals methods; (3) difficult to 
combine the performance appraisal system into the business reality, (4) also difficult to 
solve the conflicts between the organization’s objective optimization and its functional 
objective of second-optimization during in performance appraising due to its own 
inherent organizational barriers. Thus the performance appraising becomes much more 
difficult, but have to deal with. 
Based on the analyzing on characters of the supply-demand relation in business 
process, and the re-defining customer relationship, the business process,  is analyzed. 
The study of businesss processs is also based on the idea of “ process –centered and 
customer-orientated”. Using KPI method, the author pictured the organization objective 
by its business process objectives,which are to be allocated into the customer relationship 
objectives of functional departments according to the business  process. Further more, 
the  author r allocated the department processs goal into employee goalsThe the 
customer-oriented KPI Appraising Model which the author systematically integrated the 
enterprise’s objective, functional department objectives and individual objectives in the 
whole business process.  
The author also analyzed, based on his  experience in the relative trade, 
reference,and case studies, the problems in the customer-oriented KPI Appraising Mode 
application, such as  how to set up the appraising index, how to quantify and behave 
those indexes, how to diagnose and improve the performance appraising, how to build up 
customer-relation culture, how to combine  the motivation and performance system, etc. 
The author figured out someproposals to the model operation. 
The thesis contains 6 chapters that include: Chapter 1 is an introduction to the 
background, motive and significance of the study. Chapter 2 describes the problems and 
the phenomenon in failing the performance appraising. Chapter 3 analyzes the conditions 
both internal and external so as to conclude that the performance appraising shall keep 
step with the environmental change of an enterprise. Chapter 4 focuses on how to set up 
customer-oriented KPI by comparing it with the traditional KPI model, and the results 
that it can obtain. Chapter 5 gives the notes for the problems that may probably come up 
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第2章   绩效考核所面临的困惑 










































































本文提到的天朗公司 初的战略目标是“通过 3-5 年时间的运作，成为中国














表 2-1  几种考核方法的比较 









容难以确定 KPI 指标； 
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